Due to the lockdown, the most affected have been the daily wage workers who are without work or government relief & therefore unable to be providers for their homes.

The situation will get worse as the lockdown is not going to end any time soon. Even if the government do issue relief packages, these workers will not get the money immediately.

As a young generation of Indians, we need to stand together and do our civil duty and provide for the lesser privileged in our society.

*all donations are 80G exempted*
PROVISION PACKAGES

FOR DISTRIBUTION IN
HYDERABAD, NORTH KARNATAKA,
BANGALORE & CHENNAI

2 KG Wheat Aata
1 KG Rice
1 KG Onion
1/2 KG Oil
1/2 KG Sugar
100 GM Tea Powder
1 KG Tur Dal
200GM Red Chilli Powder
100 GM Haldi
1/2 KG Salt Packet
2 Soaps
1 KG Nirma washing powder
1 box Zinda Tilismath
1 strip Crocin

DONATE

The package cost is around ₹500
which includes the cost of packaging & logistics. Any donation will be highly appreciated.

*all donations are 80G exempted
HYDERABAD DISTRIBUTION

HAFEZ BABANAGAR
FALAKNUMA AREA
PAHADI SHAREEF
SHAHEEN NAGAR
TOWLICHOWKI
ADITYA NAGAR
PREM NAGAR

NORTH KARNATAKA DISTRIBUTION

SLUM AREA OF GULBARGA
INDIRA NAGAR TANDA
LAXIMPUR WADI TANDA
GADDHA KHANI TANDA
RAVOOR BASTI

*Your donations are exempted under 80G which can be claimed against your Income Tax
BANGALORE DISTRIBUTION

ULSOOR SLUM
DEVANHALLI IVC ROAD
TEMPORARY HOUSING
AREKERE
BYPANAHALLI
BINNAMAMGLA
JOGPALYA
GARUDACHARPALYA

CHENNAI DISTRIBUTION

KOLATHUR
RED HILLS AREA
CHETPET
ANNA NAGAR
KOSOPET
NORTH CHENNAI
ADYAR

*Your donations are exempted under 80G which can be claimed against your Income Tax
TARGETS

HYDERABAD - 2500 PACKAGES
NORTH KARNATAKA - 500 PACKAGES
CHENNAI - 1000 PACKAGES
BENGALURU - 1000 PACKAGES
METHOD

Wholesellers giving packages at no profit to us

Stocking & sorting at warehouse

Daily wage worker family recieves package

Safa volunteers daily distributing in identified localities
DONATE TODAY

FOR DISTRIBUTION IN
HYDERABAD, NORTH KARNATAKA,
BANGALORE & CHENNAI

DONATIONS IN INDIA
NEFT/RTGS/IMPS

Bank transfer to Safa Society
Acc No: 408601011001394
Vijaya Bank
Branch: Banjara Hills
IFSC Code: VIJB0004086

FOREIGN DONATIONS

Bank transfer to Safa Society:
Axis Bank
Greenlands Branch
SB Account No.008010101429169
IFS Code: UTIB0000008

*Your donations are exempted under 80G which can be claimed against your Income Tax